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Editor’s Note
Even with six days without power, due to the aftereffects of Hurricane Sandy, and
ten days without Internet, because of (company name withheld), I’m pleased that
the winter issue is released before January. Woohoo! I hope you enjoy the poems
and stories within this issue as much as I do.
Happy Holidays!
Krisma
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SWEET POTATO PIE
Last slice of that root flavored pastry.
Meringue piled higher than Redwood. Thanksgiving at
your house. Guest ate everything—even the
crumbs on your kitchen floor. Stashed in
the refrigerator drawer, tucked beneath tin foil.
Tasted so good that I, forgot you
asked me, to save it for you.
—Kenny Fame
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NORA’S BEDROOM
is a forgotten childhood storage
room, abandoned in mid-collection,
all the indiscriminate oddments assembled
and left behind: Ceramic Elvis likenesses,
wall hangings and stuffed for cuddling
dolls, Howdy Doody rubber puppet
heads, marionettes without strings, Barbies
and Shirleys, all arrayed in rows amid
family outing pictures from between wars,
vases with dried flowers, shelves of knickknacks: perfume bottles, cameos, paperweights
so covered with grime and dust turning them
over unleashes a shitstorm of snow and gunk
in this place where childhood’s end was
recorded, written down and sealed as a time
capsule of disconnected junk and disorder,
where Nora’s face is the last object noticed,
staring out from the tarnished mirror, her eyes
stealing pieces of your mind, one useless object
at a time.
—Alan Catlin
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THE HUBCAP
by
Chris Crabtree
Ole Reliable had a habit of going astray in a left turn, so frequently its
owner had painted “Property of Zen Conlen 816-555-7878,” followed by his
address, just in case the hubcap wandered away somewhere and didn’t come
back, which had happened once.
It came via Priority Mail in a flat-rate box that also included a batch of
chocolate chip cookies and a Hallmark card with a picture of a UFO crashing to
the ground on the front and the words “Get Ros-well soon” on the inside.
Someone had inscribed the following in blue ballpoint: “The hubcap you can
keep, but I would like the cookies back when you are done with them.”
Getting cookies from a stranger, especially when they had such a crazy
card with them, frightened Zen; there were so many things that were just
wrong with the scenario. He knew never to trust a stranger, especially one who
offered free homemade cookies. But they were chocolate chip! They were so
enticing, but he didn’t want to take a chance on getting poisoned to death, so
he did what any poor college student would do: fed one to the neighbor’s dog
and monitored the situation for twenty-four hours. The dog lived, so he ate the
cookies.
He would have replaced his problematic hubcap long ago, but he
identified with Ole Reliable as if it were his own soul. You see, Zen imagined
every soul as living in its own geospiritual space. Some souls were born in the
sky. They defied gravity and were buoyant, even when forced by storm or
adversity to the surface of the sea below, never sinking. Other souls were born
in volcanoes, always hot with anger and discontent. Zen imagined his own soul
had been born under the hubcap of a 1951 convertible at the bottom of a heap
of disposable, late-model cars in a junkyard that time had forgotten.
He had watched Ole Reliable spin off and land in its usual spot in the
patch of grass between the stop sign and the sidewalk on his way to class this
morning. He hated the thought of his soul sitting all alone, baking in the sun
all morning, but he was running late, as usual, so he had to pick it up on his
way home.
The street was busy, but there was a small shopping center on one side,
which gave him a place to park his car so he could get out to go grab the
hubcap. Residents of nearby neighborhoods loved to walk their dogs on the
sidewalk along this stretch of road. It was not altogether uncommon to see Zen
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here picking up his wayward hubcap. What was uncommon was having to say
more than a simple “hello” or “nice dog” to anyone passing by, but today was
an uncommon day.
“Is that your hubcap, dude?” came a voice from behind him.
“Yes,” Zen replied.
“I think my dog might have tinkled on it,” said the man in the Russian
Ushanka hat who was walking his dog.
“You think he might have peed on my hubcap?” Zen asked.
“She,” the man corrected.
“You think she might have peed on my hubcap?”
“Tinkled.”
“What?” Zen asked.
“You said ‘peed,’” the man clarified.
“What’s the difference?”
“It’s subtle, but it’s different.”
“How?”
“Look, all I’m saying, dude, is maybe she tinkled a little.”
“Maybe?” Zen said. “What maybe? Did she, or didn’t she?”
“You know, it’s a possibility.”
“A possibility?”
“It’s one of the options.”
Zen was exasperated. “There are others?”
“Well…she might have…ya know…”
“Oh…really?”
“Just a little,” the man said, pointing at the hubcap, “mostly on the edge.
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Glancing blow. You know—allegedly.”
“Allegedly? What are you, NPR?”
“No, name’s Bob Jones, not exotic enough sounding for them. You Zen?”
Zen started walking over to his car to see if he had something he could
use to pick up Ole Reliable and not soil his hands. “That’s my name.”
“Why do you write your name in your hubcap?” the other man said as he
followed.
“Why do you talk to strangers?” Zen countered.
“You live around here?”
“I tell you what, give me your address, and I will send you a Christmas
card with the answer. That way we can be pen pals,” Zen said as he rifled
through the contents of his hatchback, finding nothing to help him keep his
hands clean.
“Okay, you got a pen, dude?”
“No!”
“How’d you get a name like ‘Zen,’ anyway?”
“Well, it used to be ‘Zenwitch’ until one day when a poodle came along
and tinkled on it, and the ‘witch’ melted away.”
“Oh, nice. Wizard of Oz reference, I get it. Are you going home now,
Zenwitch?”
“You think I’m going to tell a stranger something like that?” Zen said,
now exploring his glove box for something to pick up the hubcap with.
Sometimes he carried a set of tongs in there—just in case he needed to assist
in a roadside baby delivery.
“Stranger?” the man asked. “Who’s a stranger?”
“You!”
“No way, man. Sophie and I feel like we know you. I can’t say with any
certainty, but she has possibly tinkled on your hubcap many times, off and on,
over the years.”
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“Aha!” Zen had him. “So you admit that she peed on Ole Reliable!”
“Tinkled.”
“Tinkled!”
“Perhaps.”
“I think I’ll be going now,” Zen said, too exasperated to care about getting
his hands dirty. He started back to where Ole Reliable was lying in the grass
next to the sidewalk.
“You going home, dude?” the man asked.
“Maybe,” Zen replied.
“Maybe? What maybe? You going home or not, dude?”
“That’s one of the options!”
“Can Sophie and me have a ride? Is that one of the options?”
“What kind of crazy idiot would give a stranger and his dog a
ride…anywhere?” Zen said as he bent down to grab the hubcap.
“I wouldn’t do that, if I were you, dude.”
“What?”
“Grab that hubcap with your naked hand, dude.”
“Why not?”
“There might be a slight risk that there might be something kind
of…unpleasant on it, dude,” the man reiterated.
“Yes! I am aware of that possibility. I also seem to be out of options—
dude.”
“Oh, man, are you going to start ‘duding’ me now?”
“Ha! I’d like to do more than that!”
“Listen, dude, you need to relax, man. Do some yoga, some deep
breathing, meditate on your other options.”
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“There are no other options!”
“There’s an option you haven’t seen, my friend.”
“I’m not your friend! If you have another option, then just say it.”
“Sophie and I could help you.”
Zen was open to any suggestion the man may have. He was such a
germophobe that if his hand brushed even the outside of a trash can when
throwing something away, he would wash his hands. He wore latex gloves
when sweeping up around the house, afraid to touch the wooden handle with
bare hands. Even then, he would wash his hands when he took the gloves off,
just in case there had been any “germ osmosis.”
“I could wash Old Reliable for you at my place, man. It is just a couple of
blocks away,” the man offered.
“And you will hold it on the way?”
“Yeah, dude, you got a deal.”
Zen sighed and thought for a few seconds. “I can’t believe I’m going to do
this. Okay, grab it and get in.”
The man and his dog got in Zen’s car. They had barely entered the
roadway when the man asked, “Hey, by the way, can we stop by the grocery
store on the way?”
“Are you kidding me?”
“No, I need to pick up some frozen peas.”
“Frozen peas? No milk?”
“No milk. Sophie and I like to munch on frozen peas while watching
movies. Tonight, we’re watching Harold and Maude.”
“How about I take you to your house and you walk back to the store?”
Zen asked. “It’s only a couple of blocks.”
“Sophie doesn’t like me to leave her alone.”
“So, take her with you.”
“You can’t bring a dog into the grocery store, dude.”
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“So tie her up outside.”
“Oh, man, last time I tried that, she had caught a squirrel and was eating
it when I came out of the store. It was freaking out all the moms and their
kids.”
“She caught a squirrel…while on a leash?”
“She’s like a crocodile, man, she plays dead and motionless—like a log.
When her prey gets close enough—BLAM—she snaps it up!”
Zen thought about it for a moment. This guy was really getting on his
nerves, wearing him down. He began to think he should never have gone for his
deal. “Okay, fine. But make it fast.”
The man went inside to buy his frozen peas. Almost immediately, Sophie
started whining. Zen tried to calm her down. “It’s okay, Sophie. He’ll be back
soon.” It didn’t work. Her whining only got louder as Zen’s patience got shorter
until he was yelling, “Sophie! Shut up!” Then Zen had a thought. What if she
needs to pee again? Oh, no, what if she pees in my car? He jumped out, threw
open the back door, and grabbed Sophie’s leash. He led her to the only patch of
grass he could find, in front of the neighborhood police station next door.
“Here you go, Sophie.” She started to “fertilize” the patch of grass just as
a voice behind him said, “Ahem, excuse me, sir, but you are going to pick that
up, aren’t you?”
“Um, well, not unless you happen to have a baggie,” Zen said.
“Do you have your dog’s license, sir?”
Zen looked up to see the police officer. “Oh, uh, she’s not my dog.”
“Didn’t I hear you call her ‘Sophie,’ sir?”
“Yeah, I mean, I know her name, but she’s not my dog.”
“Whose dog is she, sir?”
“This guy…”
“What guy, sir?”
“He’s in the grocery store buying frozen peas.”
“Frozen peas? No milk?”
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“No milk. He said he likes to eat frozen peas while watching Harold and
Maude.”
“Ugh. He likes that movie?”
“I know, right, Officer?” He thought he was maybe starting to win the
officer over.
“Yeah, well, be that as it may, I am going to have to go ahead and issue
you with a citation for failing to pick up the poop and for walking your dog
without its tags.”
“But it’s not my dog!”
“Tell that to the judge, kid,” the officer said, leaving him standing there
with the leash in one hand and the ticket in the other. “Tell it to the judge.”
When Sophie’s owner came back, Zen told him what had happened. “You
owe me $128, by the way. This is what I get for trying to do something selfless
for someone!”
“But it wasn’t selfless, was it, Zen?”
“What do you mean it wasn’t selfless?”
“You were getting something out of the bargain, weren’t you?”
“I was giving a stranger and his dog a ride home!”
“But you were getting a clean hubcap out of the deal, now, weren’t you?”
“Well, yeah, sure, but you owed me that!”
“Did I?” the man asked.
“Yes!”
“Okay, Mr. Zenwitch. Then a clean hubcap you shall have.”
The man was true to his word. When they got to his house, he took Ole
Reliable inside and came back a short time later with it all shiny and new—or
at least slightly less dingy and dull—and with $128 inside, like it was a Baptist
collection plate.
“There you go, Mister Zen-man. Next time, maybe try really doing the
selfless thing and see how it works out for you.”
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AFTER SINGING ALL NIGHT FOR TWENTY BUCKS AND A BAGEL
I walked, cased guitar in hand, smoke releasing itself
from my clothes into the N. High Street air, its October
chill lengthening out a little past midnight, with hints
of future snow. I had shared about everything I knew
at Bernie’s Bagels: three sets of fifteen songs each
to people way more concerned with whether their beers
went better with the Reuben or the poppy seed tuna bagel
than with how well I was covering Dylan
or Stevens or, my particular favorite, Ian Anderson,
his “Cross-Eyed Mary” only my most obvious
attempt not to settle for being background music
for boozy strangers. I even mixed in a few of my own
compositions, still not completely resigned
to admitting my hope of becoming a famous singersongwriter was blackened toast, scraping together
as I had this repertoire of melodies to merit
a regular spot on Bernie’s schedule, though not
even I could conjure a dream where I’d believe I
could be discovered while laboring in the smoky darkness
of a windowless bar-bagel shop in a basement
in Columbus, Ohio, where I was a graduate student as
indifferent to my studies as the customers had been to my
singing, not so bad as to call attention to itself, but not good
enough to matter. Even my guitar case smelled
of my defeat, though I knew the odor would not linger long
enough to prevent me from still stringing myself a little longer.
—Joe Benevento
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BEARBUCKS
by
James Warren Boyd
One of the frustrating things about Bear 411—an online social
networking site distinguished among other online sites because it is where the
bears are—is that you can chat for months with someone online and never
meet them, even if it’s obvious you are available and into one another. I had
been chatting with a bear online; let’s call him “Mark.” He is a computer tech
person with a screen name (regarding technology) that I had to Google in order
to understand. He was always online, which, of course, makes me think, “If I
always notice that he’s online, does that mean that I’m always online?” It was a
sunny, summer Sunday afternoon, a rarity in San Francisco, when Mark IM’d
me to say he was at the Starbucks on 18th and Castro, and would I like to
drop by and say hi?
The Starbucks in the Castro is sometimes called “Bearbucks” due to the
many big, hairy, flannel-and-Carhartt-wearing men who linger outside with
their lattes and frappuccinos. I live a five-minute walk from there, and if I left
my apartment then, there would have been plenty of time to chat for a bit and
still make it to my Body Pump class at Gold’s Gym. I had learned long ago that
it’s best to have a destination after a blind date in case something goes wrong,
and so that you don’t seem desperate.
As I passed the Walgreens opposite, I strode confidently into the
intersection, already searching for Mark. Bearded, furry men in cargo shorts
and construction boots leaned against the wall solo or chatted in small groups
along the sidewalk. On the last seat sat Mark. I immediately breathed a sigh of
relief because he was actually recognizable, and was not, as had occurred on
other occasions, twenty-five pounds heavier or thirty years older than his
photos.
He was wearing khaki shorts, a T-shirt, and tennis shoes with crew
socks that he had pulled up to his nicely defined calves. He had the kind of
build I often like: someone who works out with weights to develop his muscles,
but doesn’t look like a lithe gym rat. His thinning yet long hair blew a bit in the
breeze as he huddled over an electronic tablet, clicking and dragging his stylus
on the screen.
“I’ll be right with you,” he said, looking up briefly from his screen and
back down again. “I’m just finishing up something I’m working on.”
There was no chair next to him, so I stood there, looking at the top of his
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head. I petted the dog that belonged to a daddy bear sitting nearby, and waited.
Finally Mark made a dramatic poke with his stylus on his screen.
“There,” he said. “Done.” He turned at me and smiled. “Nice to meet you
finally,” he said.
“You too,” I answered.
He put the stylus away, and after a cursory glance at my face and torso,
began to focus his gaze on my legs; he then reached down and felt my right calf
below my gym shorts. “Mmmmm,” he purred, “really nice calves.”
I felt a surge of pride and replied, “Thanks.”
He moved his hand seductively up my leg and gave my right buttock a
firm squeeze. “Eh,” he said, making the sound you might make if a friend asks
you if the avocados in front of you are ripe, and you touch them and reply,
“Eh,” to indicate “so-so.”
I stood there and stared at him, dumbfounded.
He returned to his tablet, picking up his stylus again. “Do you want to
get something to drink and sit down?” Still in shock, I walked through the door
of Starbucks and into the ordering line. There and then I determined that,
since Mark had proven himself to be a tactless clod whom I would never date, I
would continue until I couldn’t stand it anymore or it was time to go to the
gym. I wanted to see just how bad it could get.
I returned to the tablet-poking bear, dragging a chair behind me. When I
sat down next to him, he stretched his neck upward and peered down at me.
“You’re pretty short in person,” he evaluated. “You looked a lot taller
online.”
“I’m five-six,” I replied, bristling slightly. “My profile says I’m five-six.”
“Hmm,” he replied, unconvinced. He turned back to his computer and
said, “Oh, I may have to cut this short because someone else is coming to meet
me, and I told him I’d go shopping at the grocery store with him.”
“Someone else is coming to meet you…to go grocery shopping?”
“Yes,” he answered into his tablet thingamajiggy, “I just sort of invited
everyone I had been wanting to meet on Bear 411 since I knew I would be
here.”
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Just then, someone else approached us, a bespectacled twentysomething cub, asking, “Mark? Techno-bear SF?”
“Yes. Palo Alto Cub?” Mark asked in return.
Mark turned to face the newcomer, and they commenced to chat about
the drive up from Stanford and the latest versions of software that they had
both tried. I relaxed, listened, and sipped my iced decaf Americano.
In a few minutes, a handsome Latin man in fatigue shorts and a rugby
shirt walked up to Mark, interrupting Palo Alto Cub mid-sentence.
“Carlos?” he asked, turning away from Palo Alto Cub. Carlos nodded and
smiled, and Mark and he began to speak animatedly. Palo Alto Cub looked at
Mark and then at Carlos, neither of whom acknowledged him. He looked at me,
since I had been watching all of this, with his eyebrows arched. I smiled at him
and he walked around the other two toward me.
“James,” I said, sticking out my hand.
“Tom,” he said, shaking it, while looking over at the chatting pair in
disbelief. He looked back at me and we fell silent.
“So, you’re from Palo Alto?” I ventured, “That’s a long way to come.”
“It’s not so bad. And I didn’t come in just for this,” he emphasized.
“Where do you live?”
“Just up the street,” I replied, gesturing with my thumb over my
shoulder, “two bl…”
“Hey guys,” Mark broke in, putting his hands on both our backs. “I’m
going to head off to the grocery store with Carlos. It was nice meeting you. Oh,”
he said, breaking his embrace, and digging in his pocket, “I want to give you
these.” He pulled out a small stack of self-made business cards and handed
one to each of us. “See ya!”
Tom and I looked at the card and then each other. After an awkward
silence I shook his hand and said, “Nice meeting you.”
“You too,” he said, returning my handshake.
I hoisted my bag on my shoulder and walked to the corner. As I turned up
Castro Street toward my gym, I glanced at Tom. There Palo Alto Cub stood, still
in the middle of the sidewalk, staring at the men at Bearbucks, holding
Techno-bear’s card in his hand.
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WISHING IT WERE OTHERWISE
My first star wished upon was gone
the second time I looked.
Energies exhausted,
vanished from the skies.
What sad demise to pay for dreams—
joy of night will now be had
’neath heaven just a bit less bright.
—Alan Meyrowitz
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SEPTEMBER SKY
by
Yarrott Benz
Abruptly, the last bell rang and the first day back to school was over. The
kids disappeared and I was finished, spent, with my exhausted eyes sunken
deeply into the back of my skull. Teaching was like that. Hours of almost
painful intensity and then—sudden ring of a bell—it’s over. I was teaching five
different courses in five different rooms in three different parts of the old
Quaker school: art history, photography, sculpture, architecture, and
foundations of design. At 3:30 p.m. on Monday, September 10, 2001, I found
myself wandering back to my apartment on West Eleventh Street, before
Starbucks had invaded every block, stopping at a Korean market for a bottle of
Snapple iced tea. I drifted from one side of the sidewalk to the other, face numb
from emoting, voice tired, brain beginning to shut down. If I stopped to sit, I
would fall asleep, just like the people on the subway this time of day. As soon
as they sit, their eyes close and they’re off in their own little dreamworlds,
relaxing, letting the day slip away from them, looking forward to takeout in
front of their televisions for the night.
Grace was always at the apartment door, desperately happy to see me.
Even at the front door of the building, when I called her name two flights down,
I could hear her manic enthusiasm: sniffing wildly under the apartment door
and clicking her nails on the wood floor. Once inside the apartment, patting
and hugging her stirred fur into the air and all over my clothes. Every
afternoon, I turned her into the cartoon character of Witch Hazel, with bobby
pins flying everywhere. There was simply no way to come home quietly and
calmly. It was always a hysterical reunion between man and dog. It was always
a hero’s welcome at the port. Poor Grace, left alone all day while I entertained
teenagers at school. There weren’t even windows her height to look out. What
did my dog do all day while I was gone? Sometimes I’d come home and find
magazines chewed to pieces on the floor. One time it was the remote control for
the television. Just the buttons survived, scattered all over the blue and red
kilim. The rest of the device was delivered the next day on the sidewalk.
What would Grace do if I didn’t come home one day?
Inside the school’s darkroom, I would gather my students in pairs in
front of the enlargers. Water trickled over the edge of a tray inside a stainless
sink. Overhead, the dim, amber light was a great equalizer, as nobody was
trying to look into anyone else’s eyes. Nobody could. Subtle and unconscious
measures of communicating—like blushing, averting eyes, hiding behind one’s
own hands—became irrelevant. Voice, instead, became the dominant
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connection. It was good to hear shy students project themselves with more
authority in the dark. Likewise, the kids who seemed full of themselves in the
daylight could seem much more humble without their visible affectations. The
students were probably more comfortable in my presence too, not having to
actually look at me, and, I have to say, I, too, felt more relaxed behind the
mask of darkness. I thought to myself, They can’t see into my eyes. They can’t
tell who I am. They have no idea what my life is really like.
The world in my little apartment on West Eleventh Street was tidy and
small. Except for welcome energy that Grace brought to it, the apartment could
have been home to a very old man. She was a stray found wandering on East
Eighty-Sixth Street, emaciated and filthy, probably abandoned by someone
from Spanish Harlem, who brought her down to the Upper East Side because
of its prosperity. Her first owner must have known there would be a greater
chance that someone would save her on East Eighty-Sixth. A forty-two pound,
tan shepherd mix, she tore apart garbage bags on the sidewalk, infuriating the
residents of the block. She followed a storekeeper into his shop and, despite
her untamed demeanor, was able to bridge the species gap with him. She
simply looked into his human eyes with a depth and warmth that was
impossible to ignore.
She had never been leash trained. She had never been trained at
anything. She was a free energy, expressive at whim and determined to protect
something, to follow it, and to love it. It was, at first, impossible to control her
on walks, and she was strong enough to cause bursitis in my shoulder with her
constant pulling. People were charmed by her and said she looked at me
adoringly and desperately. What could I mean to her already? Why was I so
important to her? I stepped into her life totally out of the blue, a stranger who
happened into the animal shelter one Saturday afternoon. There she was, in a
cage, like the thirty or so other dogs, but unlike all the others, she was not
barking. She was behind the cage wire, looking into my eyes as if she
recognized me, ears back, one paw waiting for me to take it in my hand.
“I’d like to see this one,” I said to the attendant. “Can you let her out?”
“Wow, it looks like she knows you,” he added, as he opened her door.
As the other dogs in the cages yelled and screamed for my attention, this
dog quietly introduced herself to me. She pathetically limped out onto the
concrete floor, sat on her haunches, and raised her paw again. Her eyes were
watery black chunks of coal, and she focused them on me like she was
surrendering her heart. “Hey, girl. Hey there, hey, you sweet thing. Whaddya
say?” I rubbed the side of her head, and she leaned into my hand. She seemed
relieved that I was finally there.
A half hour later I felt so familiar with her that I surprised myself when I
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declared to the attendant, “I’m going to take this one, and I’m going to name
her Grace.”
“Hey, that’s good. Like ‘Amazing Grace,’ huh?”
“Yeah,” I said. “Look at her. That’s exactly it.”
Eye contact, the very thing I could avoid in the darkroom, was the very
thing that saved this dog’s life. It brought her to me. Looking into the black
eyes inside the beautiful blond face, I saw the recognition of me and felt her
need to have me in her field of vision. That gave me a heavy sense of purpose,
the first sense of duty to another creature in a long time. Someone now needed
me in order to stay alive.
Early autumn in New York is often beautiful. Crystalline blue expands
like a protective canopy over the skyline, and a comfortable warm breeze pours
through the canyons of buildings. It’s a painful irony that the school year often
begins with the most beautiful weather of the year, just when you want to be
outside. Instead, you find yourself indoors, trapped by your mission, looking
longingly out the windows to the parks and rivers.
Today was no exception and it heralded a whole new school year of these
afternoons. I had just finished the first full day back at school and was walking
slowly home, a bottle of lemon tea in my hand, my books in a bag slung over
one shoulder. I looked up at the perfect blue sky just in time to see a passenger
jet glide over the spine of Manhattan toward LaGuardia. The silver fuselage
reflected the crosshatched streets eighteen hundred feet below. No one else
looked up. Just me. I wondered about the people on board the plane; where
they were planning to eat dinner that night. A little haunt on the Upper West
Side? A big Italian family restaurant on Long Island? At home in a loft in
Tribeca? I wondered if I knew anyone on the plane, if any of my students knew
anyone on the plane, if anyone up there had ever once heard my name. The
plane disappeared over the roof of the building across the street, and all that
was left was its droning voice, fading into the mortar and glass of the city.
I thought how much I love airplanes, how they take us and bring us
back, how they smell of coffee and jet fuel, how fast they climb out of the
stubborn gravity of humanity and drop us into some other place of relief. I
thought how small they have made the world, how easy they have made the
once colossal effort called crossing the ocean. I thought how wonderful to look
up and catch a plane gliding gracefully over the buildings of Manhattan. I
thought how wonderful to be jolted out of my stupor by something so
exquisitely simple as the single line of movement of a jet plane streaking
through the Manhattan skyline.
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A RATIONAL WINTER
The snow in the parking lot
Was unexpected,
Like weeks come to end
While we work at our desks,
Quietly, in the service of blank minds.
Cars now white molds—cold intimations
Of cars, now toys.
The walk is smooth,
Our footsteps are gone.
Of course! There is sense to it all:
That weather defines us,
That cars prove irrelevant,
That nature eclipses our trace,
Everything, eventually.
—Adrian Astur Alvarez

Bike & Snow
—Gwendolyn Joyce Mintz
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A BOX OF JANUARY STARS
In the dark I feel them.
They touch my skin like pinpricks,
then bead up and slide down my chin,
elusive, impossible to bring back alive.
Have you seen my collection?
I tried to box it up
and bring it home to show you,
each one a separate miracle.
But when I touch them,
when they touch me,
they disappear in the clear night.
You might hear them tinkle as they tumble,
but for the windchill factor
roaring like the night train from Greenland.
The sky so stiff, it breaks to bits
and falls to Earth as little brittle flakes.
Some call it snow
but I know
it’s tiny pieces of January stars
sloughing off like a face peel,
full moon looking fresh and new
for when the meadowlarks break through.
—Neal Lewing
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CHARLIE
by
Michael Ryan
Charlie watched Tish drive away in his van. She drove fast, the back of
her head jostling from the bumps in the road. He remembered touching her
ropelike hair, thinking it smelled like suntan oil, when she went down in his
lap.
He pressed his hand against his forehead, let it fall over his nose and
lips, held his jowls together at the bottom of his chin. The van’s red taillights
leaped over a hill. He slid his bank card in his pocket. His other pocket was
empty.
His wallet was in the van! Where was Tish going? Was she mad at him?
He had apologized for not having any money left.
Where was he? Left with a few streetlights and the bright fluorescents of
the 7-Eleven, where Tish had pressed the ATM buttons with her long lacquered
fingernails, even banged the machine when it wouldn’t spit out more money. If
he had his van, he could’ve driven until he saw something he recognized—the
highway, his cousin’s bar where he met Tish, the abandoned IBM plant where
he worked for forty-two years and met his wife, Helen. Tish was his friend. She
took his keys. Maybe she needed his van too.
He had no choice but to walk, to hopefully end up in the vicinity of
Hamilton. His daughter, Joy, would yell at him. A few hours ago, after dinner,
she told him to call as soon as he got home.
He looked at his feet before walking. The Velcro straps on his sneakers
weren’t aligned the way he liked. The way Joy strapped them. “Now you’re
ready,” she’d say, patting his hairless, liver-spotted calves.
With one foot behind him, he bent down, kneeling, wobbly from his first
sexual experience since Helen got sick. Had she been sick for five years?
Seven? She died on March 15 of this year. Three unknown men had wheeled
away her covered body in a gurney. He followed the hearse down the street
until his son pulled him back.
He ripped apart his Velcro straps. The sound startled him. There were
two black guys inside the 7-Eleven. Talking. He lined the Velcro strap with its
partner, stood up, switched legs, repeated the steps, finding the same black
guys inside the 7-Eleven.
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He stood. Now, he was ready.
The sidewalk hit the tip of his foot too soon and he nearly tripped. He
turned, saw a cigarette butt and a bottle cap. Reaching into his pocket to check
for his bank card, he scratched his dry, chafed hands. Joy scrubbed and
moisturized his feet every week, as the podiatrist ordered, while he watched the
Yankee game and fell asleep. Maybe she had to start moisturizing his hands.
Helen had to nag him about taking care of himself. She didn’t like his posture,
always telling him to pull his shoulders back.
The black guys were looking at him. He waved and smiled. “Smiles are
free” was one of his kids’ and grandkids’ favorite phrases. His four kids told
him he’d be a great greeter at Walmart. The black guys didn’t wave back
though. They continued their conversation. It was too hot for them to wear
those tight wraps around their heads.
He pulled his shoulders back. The sidewalk was clear. He squeezed his
nose when he passed a foul-smelling Dumpster. The block was short. The smell
went away. Apartments on his right. Houses on his left. Smaller than his
house. Darker. The blackened pole that once held a street sign leaned in a way
that seemed to freeze its falling.
Tish had taken him to a park, where she asked about his wife. He wept.
She put his head between her perfume-smelling breasts. She took him to a
money machine on High Street, back to the park to have sex, a money machine
on Main Street, to Walmart to buy her a coffee maker, a money machine on
First, to Target for a toaster, and then to the 7-Eleven.
The yellow-lit street to his right went downhill. He licked his sweaty lips,
checked his shoes, and turned. It was easier to walk downhill. He smelled
something clean and dirty, like laundry detergent and smoke. Through the
trees, he saw a stop sign and a blue mailbox that looked familiar. He walked
faster.
When he reached the sign and mailbox, he stopped. He didn’t recognize
anything. Only apartments. He walked. A car swerved, slammed on its brakes.
Charlie’s bladder couldn’t process the squealing sound and hold his pee at the
same time. The driver got out, yelled at him in a language he didn’t
understand.
Charlie held out his ear. “I don’t speak that.”
The driver raised his fists, got in his car, and sped away. Charlie looked
both ways before continuing. At the curb, he held his wet shorts away from his
thighs, lifted his legs. He wiped away some of the pee. The signs—4th Street and
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Walter Avenue—didn’t mean anything to him.
A squeak to his left. A young black girl on a swing. He remembered his
cell phone. He could call Joy. Shoving his hand into his pocket, the corner of
his bank card dug underneath his nail. He shook his hand. It was bleeding. He
checked his other pocket. Empty.
The squeaking stopped. The girl left. He leaned on a car’s trunk, stepped
off the curb. He sucked on his bloody finger, looked both ways. No cars. Where
did the girl go? He could’ve asked for directions.
Black chips peeled off the metal fence surrounding the swing set.
Surrounding the whole block, it seemed. He could paint that fence. He was a
good painter. All four of his kids asked him to paint walls or furniture. He
painted Joy’s classroom and finished two coats in Mary’s basement in one day.
Joy was the only one left living in Hamilton.
Feeling along the fence, he found a gate. It took a few minutes to figure
out how to unhook the latch. He heard loud people talking and laughing. He
closed the gate behind him, made sure it shut.
The pavement was smoother here, but narrower. He checked his shoes.
Behind the apartment building, five or six black people stood against a
fence in the middle of a courtyard. One of the guys elbowed his friend, who
held a cigarette with two fingers. A girl sat between them. The elbowed man
dropped something in her lap. He pointed to Charlie. She stood up, hiding
whatever he gave her behind her back.
The man with the cigarette flung it to the side, crossed his thick tattooed
arms. “What the fuck you want, old man?”
Charlie smiled. “Lost.”
“Keep walkin’.”
Charlie pointed in the direction he thought he came from. “Where’s Gale
Street?” Blood trickled down his hand. He wrapped his finger in the bottom of
his T-shirt, squeezed.
“What country you think you livin’ in?” a man said. He wore one of those
tight wraps around his head. The tattooed man elbowed him.
“Hamilton!”
The tattooed man looked at Charlie’s wet shorts. Charlie pulled his shirt
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down to cover himself.
The man cocked his head to the right. “Why you really here?”
“My friend. She has my van.”
The man didn’t laugh, but the rest of them did. Even the girl. Charlie
blushed. The man told them to shut the fuck up and leave. He waited until he
couldn’t see them anymore before he asked, “Friend?”
“She has my van!” Charlie stumbled forward.
The man hooked his thumbs on the belt loops of his droopy jeans,
approached Charlie. He had one gold front tooth, breath smelled like smoke.
“You have money left?”
Charlie spread his pocket open with one hand and reached in with the
other, pulling out his bank card with two fingers.
The man grabbed Charlie’s wrist. Charlie dropped his bank card. The
man picked it up, put it back in Charlie’s pocket. “I can help you, old man.”
Charlie held out his hands. “Helen, my God.” He fell against the man’s
shoulder. “Dead.”
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SOMEBODY’S SWEETHEART
by
Jennifer A. Powers
Terri leans against the cotton candy stand with her chest thrusting out
for everyone to see. She’s at the Route 5 carnival with her girlfriends. The roller
coaster and Ferris wheel blink against a lavender sky. Terri takes a free candy
apple from a pimply boy. Another gives her free tickets to ride the roller
coaster. She raises her eyebrows without saying thank you, turns to her
girlfriends, and they all laugh at the boys. What a fun day, what an exhilarating
day to be alive.
The cowboy sees them. He sees her. He’s relaxed on a bench, chugging
whiskey from a Styrofoam cup. The cowboy’s dirty hat shades his sun-blotched
face.
She tosses her hair to the side, tells her friends good-bye—she must be
getting back home. The paved road stretches out before her. It’s the same road
she walks to and from town almost every day. Bruised clouds roll above nearby
fields and little flashes of lightning flicker inside them like a dying heartbeat.
She wants to get home but lives about a mile away. Terri glances back at the
carnival where she left her friends, the rides’ neon lights rolling and darting
like police cruisers.
She throws her cotton candy into some brush on the side of the road and
walks briskly up Route 5. She passes the railroad where a group of kids are
placing coins on the tracks to flatten them. She forgot her sweater and a cool
wind is picking up. It grazes her soft legs like calloused fingers she hates,
saying, No, No, I’m not interested. Please drop me off here.
She notices how quiet it is till she hears the train in the distance. The
chimes and whistles and screams disappear with each step away from the
carnival. A shot of electricity slices the landscape like a cracking whip, and the
train-track kids scatter with the wind. The rain turns on like a fire hose, and
her sandy-blond hair parted down the middle turns mop-wet. Her feet slip
inside her sandals. Two headlights up ahead—a truck—Dad? The rain spits in
her face and makes it difficult to see who’s driving the truck.
The truck stops. She squints to see the cowboy thrust the truck door
open and pat the dry seat next to him. He’s smoking a rolled cigarette, says, A
lady shouldn’t be walking all alone. I’ll take you home—if you want—only if you
want.
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Never accept rides, Dad told her, under any circumstances.
The cowboy says, Come on, sweetheart; I’ll take you home.
She’s shivering with mascara dripping down her cheeks. The sky cracks
and pops and down comes sleet the size of quarters, and they sting and burn
and bruise her skin.
She gets in the dry truck that smells like tobacco and barn animals. The
fuzzy radio is kept low. The cowboy spits out the window and turns the wipers
on high. He bounces up and down along the pock-marked road. She notices his
red, peeling nose like skinned cattle. He notices her creamy legs. He noticed
them when she stood by the cotton candy stand. One of his hands holds the
steering wheel while the other grips a bottle of whiskey. She doesn’t wear her
lap seat belt. Dad would be mad. On the floor, by her muddy feet, is a lasso or
a rope of some sort. She figures he must wrestle animals, catch cattle, or is a
horse wrangler, maybe. He knows good rope. He coils it around his calloused
hands. He pulls at it, snaps it to test its strength.
No choice, no choice at all, Dad. She leans over, picks up the rope, and
says, You a wrangler or something?
Nope, he says.
And she says, Oh.
A cigarette sticks to his cracked lips as he speaks. His teeth are like
broken pebbles. He hands her the half-empty bottle of Jack Daniel’s and says,
Go on, sweetheart; go on, baby; take a sip, go on, just take a sip…
She stares at the bottle’s mouth glistening with the cowboy’s spit. She
wants to wipe it off but doesn’t. She lifts the whiskey bottle to her glossy lips,
both hands wrapped around like it’s a baby bottle. The amber liquid burns her
throat and she coughs. The cowboy turns the truck around.
I think you’re going the wrong way, she says. I live the other way.
Hush, sweetheart; I know. I know all about you, he says as they drive
past the wet, deserted carnival.
She struggles to open the window but it’s stuck. The handle won’t turn,
and he says, Been meaning to get that there fixed.
He drives a ’72 Chevy truck, steel gray with a boxy, wide-sneering front
end.
She tries to return a smile, but her cheeks, lips, and eyes twitch. He
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takes a deep swig from the whiskey bottle and nestles it between his legs.
Here, lemme help, he says.
He reaches across her lap to open the window.
Damn thing, he says.
The window finally cracks open with a cool, hushing wind.
When the dream was better than reality, but now your eyelids have been
cut off, and you’ll never get back to the dream again.
She manages a grin but notices his dead expression. Her knees tremble,
staring ahead toward a cluster of darkened hills. She hears Dad’s cautioning
voice, she feels the cowboy’s rope grazing her wet feet, and she sees the
promise of something unknown just beyond those darkened hills.
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BLOOD AESTHETICS
to Given Grace Cebanico, a rape-slay victim in Los Baños

bare skin slips into coma
as soul crosses over to limbo
memories skip stones over the river of forgetfulness
all the while the flesh endures
the blood trails from room, to wall, to road
perform a swan dance
and if they could only speak
they could have written the perfect account
the perfect eulogy
of how the final gasps of virginity turned into bliss.
—Francis Murillo Emralino
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LOS ANGELES, 1968
Been waiting three hours in a miniskirt, knees
gripped together. Nervous fingers pick at my blue
sweater as cars slow, faces pressed against windows,
whistles and catcalls tossed out. I am an eighteenyear-old Panamanian girl in heels on a bus stop
bench in South Central, where a white boy left me.
The Hell’s Kitchen in me snickers at my position
as I tell myself he’ll be here soon. Can’t recall now
why I agreed to marry him. After sex he rolls to bed’s
edge, that space between our bodies a black hole.
—Angela Maria Williams
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sati
you need not be surprised
when you see me sitting naked,
a fold here, a crease there.
you need not employ
a frantic search
for my inhibitions.
i have been shorn
of my restraints,
my quintessence, gift wrapped
in the widow’s white.
i stare,
a vacant derivation.
when you have had your fill,
burn me alive.
—Sanchari Sur
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MAGNOLIA
I pluck it easily
off the stem
tuck it inside my hot pink
underwire against my right nipple
oh, how you loved to test
each nipple for hardness. I run
hard across the labyrinth
over its small gravel stones
at the Dominican Retreat
where we never lost
our way, where we plucked
pebbles from our own shoes.
—Doris Ferleger
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ALL SHE WANTED
by
Beth Newcomer
Maizie stood at the vanity in the women’s lounge at the Downtown
Marriott staring at, but not really seeing, her reflection. She was thinking about
how Bob was nothing like her soon-to-be-ex boyfriend, Sid.
***
Sid was a handsome man with well-proportioned features. He’d traveled
widely and appreciated the finer things of life. He was charismatic, successful.
People said he was sharp, in the know. It seemed he had everything on her list.
Since the age of 15, Maizie had been crafting the list—titled “The Ideal
Mate,” tucked away in her top dresser drawer—with equal parts pencil and
eraser. Through the years she had been misled by rebels and bad boys,
outdone by workaholics and strivers, and exhausted by thrill-seekers and
hedonists. On the day Sid parked his sleek black car in front of her shop, the
time had come to lift up the quality of her life and settle down.
Maizie’s Books, Curios and Ephemera, was located in a storefront tucked
between an oxygen spa and a vegan restaurant in a fashionable part of Old
Town. Sid first displayed his discerning eye before he ever came in the door,
pausing to notice with interest the complete collection of Flair magazines
featured in the front window, and later when he made small talk inside the
shop, letting it be known he was familiar with Fleur Cowles’ fabulously doomed
experiment in publishing and claiming the March 1950 Spain issue as his
favorite—which was her favorite as well!—with its peek-a-boo die-cut cover, the
half-sized bound-in folio of quirky Saul Steinberg “portraits,” and Salvador
Dali’s account of his search for an angel among Barcelonan gypsies.
Ultimately, instead, after a leisurely perusal of her wares, Sid selected for
purchase a near-mint, first edition of Mary and Vincent Price’s classic
cookbook, Treasury of Great Recipes, with its padded bronze and coppercolored cover. When he extended two crisp $50s with a soft manicured hand
and asked Maizie if she would care to join him for cocktails and tapas at the
new restaurant across the street, she looked over her glasses, handed him a
$10, and nodded. They were together all the time after that.
She had had to make a few adjustments, but the required selfimprovements seemed a bargain compared to the prize that was Sid. What was
wrong with getting in shape, upgrading her wardrobe, watching her profanity?
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Surely it was a plus to have learned which season to order soft shell crab (from
the first full moon of May through September’s new moon), how to choose an
organic cantaloupe (by the smell), which wine glass for an icy Viognier and
which for a delicate Pinot Noir (tulip and bowl, respectively)? How entertaining
it was to share with another person such perspicacity for the precious bits of
paper and mementos strewn about at the intersection of high and low culture?
She had tried to avoid his pet peeves these past ten months—though it
was with a cringe, she realized that just this morning she had, once again, left
an exceedingly long voice mail on his cell phone. Maybe she did go on and on
sometimes. But wasn’t that part of her allure? Living in a world so full of
interlocking wonders, wasn’t it an offering of love to share its splendors in
complete and explicit detail?
When he cut her off, it stung.
As she stood at the vanity in the women’s lounge at the Downtown
Marriott, Monday evening after leaving the seminar, such thoughts began to
gather and darken. And when she factored in yesterday’s embarrassing
incident at La Maison, Sid was ever so gently knocked squarely off his stylish
pedestal.
In her reflection she sees a girlish woman—a bookish tomboy who came
late to femininity. No makeup but for the carefully chosen shade of scarlet
lipstick she applies. She peers through glasses with heavy, whimsical frames—
a style she works to her advantage, hiding as they do a growing tiredness
around her eyes. It is, however, her mouth that defines her—a small mouth full
of large teeth, wrapped up in the kind of soft, pillowy lips that seem to be
comprised of twice the average number of tiny muscles. The organ of speech is
the organ of pride for Maizie, and she keeps her lips rouged and her teeth
whitened. She enunciates. She chooses her words carefully, searching for the
one precise word, le seul mot juste…
Le mot juste…a French idiom coined by 19th-century novelist Gustave
Flaubert, who often spent weeks searching for the right word to use. Now
Maizie is not focused on her reflection, is instead looking inward—the phrase
“French idiom” swimming through her mind, spawning an association of other
French things: A cobblestone street in the sixième arrondissement where she’d
tripped and skinned her knee leaving an impromptu blood sacrifice in front of
Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas’ former address. An empty champagne
bottle and a half pack of Galouises on the nightstand. La Vie En Rose and I
Love Paris. A French kiss.
Her first kiss.
It happened in the darkened wings of the high school auditorium. With
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Marc, a long-haired boy in a Che Guevera T-shirt and a beret. 16 to her 15. He
had tilted her chin up with his fingers like a pro. He had taken a sip of Dr.
Pepper a moment before. His sweet spicy tongue rolled around inside her
mouth, opening in her a whole new world. Then later, at home that night, in
her special nightgown, in her frilly pink bed, a can of Dr. Pepper on the
nightstand, her tongue folded itself over, rolled around the inside of her mouth
replicating the feeling. She touched her lips lightly with her fingers like a pro.
Those lips, those pillowy lips. She sensed that even the tender, stillvirginal Marc had imagined them wrapped around his penis—just like the less
and less earnest boys who followed. Over time, she had learned they could not
help such primordial urges and were, therefore, truly the weaker sex. And so,
while Maizie was no stranger to her own attractions, it occurs to her this is a
kind of abstract knowledge, dwelling far outside herself, not about her at all.
A sad thought, reminding her how easily, how often she had strayed from
her best interests. How now it had happened with Sid—in spite of her list.
***
On their first and most fervent dates, Maizie would talk and Sid would
watch her intently—his eyes moving languidly back and forth from her eyes to
her mouth—as if her words were brightly colored finches fluttering through the
air. This thrilled her, made her tingle when she thought about it afterward.
But lately and more often, when she would begin one of her stories, he
would hold up his hand and say, “Please, Maizie. Just give me the short
version.” Unless they were out in a fine dining establishment, seated at a table
covered with white linen, set with oyster forks and crystal goblets. Then Sid
tolerated her most rococo locution.
By occupation, he was a respected food critic for a national magazine
and was often called to judge on reality cooking shows. He spent so much time
in upscale restaurants, it seemed to her he had sexualized the dining
experience: Watching her talk reminded him of the way she chewed, which
turned him on. This occurred to her one day at lunch when she noticed a
vaguely wolfish expression on his face when her mouth movements had been
devoted to an apparently erotic struggle to manducate an over-large bite of
spicy tuna roll.
Further—she’d learned from a moment of unguarded pillow-talk—her
lips called to his mind other, nether lips; her teeth, the vagina dentata. Not that
he truly believed that Maizie had teeth in her real-life vagina, but, he
confessed, such things were possible in dark mastication-masturbation
reveries where his manhood could be devoured over and over again like so
many stout pink knockwursts.
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Their last date ended yesterday during the fourth course of a prix fixe
menu offered Sundays at La Maison. After the first taste of an elegant whitefish
in a Béarnaise sauce, she laid down her fork and said, “Tarragon is an
acquired taste. Like moldy cheese or Norweigan lutefisk. Both of which I enjoy.
But I’ve never cared for it. Tastes like a weed wearing drugstore perfume.
Strange how some people can adore something while the same thing leaves
others cold…” She paused for a sip of chilled Muscadet before continuing,
“…like living abroad. Have you ever considered it? I understand there is a
thriving ex-pat community in Central America,” and with that began to
describe to him all she had read or surmised about the effect of melting ice
caps on oceanfront real estate prices in Costa Rica and Panama.
Inspired by her topic, forgetting her table manners, she pressed on
vigorously in spite of a mouthful of sautéed fiddlehead ferns. The smacking of
her lips, the sauce on her chin, her tongue darting at the corners of her mouth
as she neared the climax of her monologue—the chewing, the swallowing, the
myriad of tiny muscle movements in those lips, those saucy lips—well, it was
too much for Sid. His eyes glazed over, his hands slipped to his lap, he issued
an animal-like groan and shivered, exposing the ugly truth: He’d come too
soon. Before their dessert, before the cheese plate—completely spent before
she’d made her point.
When it happened, Maizie stopped—mid-thought, mid-sentence, midword. This game they played had been fun, but troublesome new questions
barged into her consciousness, and comfortable old ideas stepped aside to
make room:
Had he been listening at all? And further (dare she think it), had he ever
truly cared what words she had to say, beyond the way they made her mouth
move? Had she chewed cud for him and mooed, would it have had the same
effect?
She had walked out of the restaurant alone, leaving an
uncharacteristically sheepish Sid with stained pants and a bill for the $180
lunch. At the time she had not known it would be their last date, but clearly
the list in her dresser drawer needed an overhaul. It needed something about
listening—which was, she realized, all she wanted.
***
There at the mirror in the women’s room, thanks to the dazzling speed of
consciousness, Sid suddenly seemed far in the past, though it had only been a
few moments since she’d mentally concluded the affair. Focused again on her
reflection, this time with optimism, she stretched her smile and bared her
teeth, checked for spinach, then pulled it all back in and blotted her pursed
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lips with two squares of toilet paper. She popped a peppermint Lifesaver into
her mouth, sucked on it for a moment before crushing it between maxillary and
mandibular molars, and turned her attention to Bob.
Like Sid, he probably translated her mouth movements into a fellatory
context right from the start. But that’s where the resemblance ended. There
was more to Bob—his enormous ears, for example. She imagined those large
fleshy satellite dishes turned slightly toward her, receiving each syllable of her
transmission.
Otherwise, at first, there wasn’t much to recommend him—a pale,
doughy middle-aged fellow with thinning hair, wearing a faded polo shirt,
tucked into a pair of pleated-front khakis, the hems hovering unstylishly north
of his too white, too new athletic shoes. But he was growing on her.
They had met earlier that evening at a seminar in the Chumash Room of
the Downtown Marriott. “Managing Your Online Business, Part 3:
Understanding Financial Reports” was, some might say, a dull course made all
the more excruciating by the lecturer’s monotone. Most of the attendees had
fled to the bar during the break, leaving the hall less than one-third full. Maizie
was in this minority, finding the information intrinsically valuable to her goal
to increase the profitability of the online curio shop she had started as an
adjunct to her store. She’d remained in her seat, crafting insightful, openended questions, which would not only put a finer point on her newly acquired
skills, but which might just inspire the lecturer to more animated speech
patterns.
She’d noticed Bob in the first session, laughing at an esoteric pun she
had buried in a question about the difference between cash and accrual basis
accounting, and again shuffling toward the exit at the break.
Had he noticed her, noticed the pink eraser tip of her yellow Ticonderoga
pencil tapping gently and rhythmically against her plump lower lip? Was he
only interested in the tip of her tongue wetting the top lip, the teeth that
protruded ever so slightly, the wide black void of her mouth as she lost herself
in thought? Whether or not she meant to catch his eye, when it happened he
made a wide U-turn to take a chair a few seats away.
Maizie felt him looking—a penetrating warmth, like a tiny concentrated
ray of sunshine on her face. This made her flustered, and she could not meet
his gaze, looking instead at the logo on his polo shirt and smiling at it for a
moment before returning to her notebook.
Then Bob said, “I found your questions more interesting than the
answers.” He took a look at her name tag. “So, Maizie, you have an online curio
shop. That’s a funny word, ‘curio.’ I wonder where it came from.”
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And there it was—her cue.
For of course Maizie knew exactly where the word came from, a tale
stretching back through time past the Latin, past the Old Latin, all the way
back to the Proto Indo-European root word meaning “to be concerned,” then
returning up to the present, through all the linguistic layers: Cure. Curate.
Curious.
“Curio, in modern use,” she reported, “first appeared in 1851 to indicate
a piece of bric-a-brac from the Far East.”
As she spoke, he was nodding and smiling, perhaps thinking of those
lips, those teeth, a blow job she would give him. But from the look in his eyes,
somehow not only about a blow job. Something deeply etymological.
“How fascinating,” he said. “So the keeper of curios is the keeper of
curiosity?” She blushed at the word “fascinating.” Before she could say another
thing, Bob moved to the seat right next to her, cupped his hand over the back
of his left ear and said, “But I’m a little deaf in this ear. I may have missed the
last part of what you were saying. Could you please repeat the part about the
bric-a-brac?”
The only thing Maizie enjoyed more than fishing for words from the swift
flowing stream of her thoughts was repeating them in a slightly different,
slightly more precise way, because, everyone knows all communication could
be improved upon when given a chance to be repeated. Worlds were built this
way, so the mystics say.
“Well now, ‘bric-a-brac’ is an interesting word itself,” she began, suddenly
realizing (secretly hoping he would notice) that when she pronounced “bric-abrac,” her lips moved as though she were kissing the air.
“Do tell, Maizie,” said Bob, ear-in-hand, and leaned in closer.
At this point Maizie made a stunning discovery: It was the ear—with its
soft skin, the sensual swirl, the spiraling cartilage, the sensitive hairs that
guard the canal leading into the brain—which was surely the most exquisite
organ of the human body! Exult the ear—organ of understanding!
By then the dreary lecturer returned to the podium, but Maizie and Bob
were no longer interested in bookkeeping, and they stood and exited the
ballroom through the double doors. And a moment later, Maizie stopped in
front of the mirror to touch up her lipstick before rejoining Bob in the lobby
and allowing him to escort her to her car.
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***
In the parking lot, Bob chances an arm around her waist, asks, “I’ve
always wondered why it was that men first started holding open doors for
women. Do you know?” and holds one open for her.
Maizie draws near, thrilled to be called upon for her knowledge on the
topic of chivalry as a practical response to the feculent reality of public waste
disposal in the Middle Ages. But instead of delivering her usual full-throated
oration, she whispers into one of Bob’s large and lovely ears, “I want to make
sure you can hear every word.”
They stand near her car in a pool of streetlight as she continues, very
softly, the story of how chivalry was the first myth of romantic love, which
reminds her of the story of Psyche and Eros, which links by word root to the
erogenous zones, which were first mapped at the Mayo Clinic in 1959 by RK
Winkelmann. Perhaps her breathy words make his every follicle tingle, perhaps
make him forget to exhale.
Now his ear becomes more irresistible to her than storytelling. Her lips
stop speaking and her tongue starts exploring, beginning with the low-hanging
lobule, up under the scaphoid fossa, around the stiff crus of helix, and all the
way down to his intertragic notch.
“Oh, Maizie,” says a closed-eyed Bob, “Please don’t stop. I could just
listen and listen and listen and listen and listen…” and he repeats the word
softly until it becomes no more than a mantra of elles and esses and
ennnnnnnnns.
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CENTRAL PARK SECRETS
by
Caity Coutant
In small towns, everyone knows everything that happens. They know
who had an accident, who’s expecting a baby, whose cat got stuck up a tree.
There are no unknowns in a small town.
However, in the Big Apple, the city that never sleeps, there are so many
secrets tangled in the streets, weaving through the woods of Central Park.
Some secrets are bigger than the skyscraper I live in. Some are buried deep,
deeper than the subway running under the city. When you discover a secret
though, unraveling the mystery behind it becomes almost mandatory.
Have you ever been in the woods of Central Park? Trees twist and turn,
branching out and reaching for the sun, yet surrounded by pavement and
steel. Here, in these woods, is where most of the secrets are found. This is
where I discovered a secret, but it was the secret of two people.
Mornings for me generally start the same. My mom wakes me up, tosses
me the entertainment section of the New York Times, and today tells me,
“Raining today, Miranda. Be back before it pours.”
Slipping a Pop-Tart in the toaster, I pull on my jogging pants, a gray Tshirt, and my Under Armor hoodie. As I slide my feet into my used and abused
Nikes, I grab my Pop-Tart and duck out of the apartment, passing old Mr.
McNeal and his little terrier waiting for the elevator. I head for the stairs, and in
only a few seconds, the damp air washes over me—filled with the smell of
roasting coffee beans from a nearby Starbucks, the scent of fresh roses coming
from Delilah’s Flower Shoppe, and the odor of taxi and bus fumes that reminds
me of this place of steel and concrete.
I set off into the crowd of people on their way to work. I catch snippets of
conversations, hearing Spanish, Italian, Chinese, and French as my feet pound
the pavement, following the similar path to Central Park as they had for nearly
three years now, back when I was only fourteen. Weaving through the taxis
that are locked in, I cross into the entrance of the park, giving nods to fellow
joggers I’ve gotten used to seeing, and saying hello to an adorable older couple
holding hands by the Alice in Wonderland statue.
I try a different route. I see a small, slightly overgrown path that led into
a heavily wooded area. Pausing and letting the light rain cool me, I glimpse
down the hidden path, debating. Then, I knew. I knew I was going to find out
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what was back there.
Starting in, letting the slightly overgrown grass swallow my feet and
brush my ankles, I follow the path in, leaving the sounds of the city behind me.
Stepping over small limbs that had fallen, I press on, listening to the birds
singing their joyous songs.
Minutes pass before I see a clearing up ahead. Trees branch from large
trunks, forming a barrier around a lone, giant oak in the middle of the tiny
meadow. Twisting through the web of trees, I pause in awe, staring at the oak
that embraces the sun. Walking slowly, absorbing the magnificence, I
tentatively place my palm against the strong, weathered bark. The birds are
silent now, and there’s only a slight breeze lifting the ends of my ponytail into
the air. Trailing my gaze upward, my eyes latch on to a carving in the wood,
and a piece of something that has yellowed with age.
Stretching to the maximum of my five foot, four inch self, my fingers
brush the initials carved in the rough bark, surrounded by a heart. L. J. + R. P.
Then, my fingers, in their search, knock the yellowed piece to the ground.
Bending down and hesitantly picking it up, I realize it’s a folded-up piece of
paper, worn at the corners and edges.
So not to disturb this place, I whisper, “How long has this been here?”
But my words break the peace. Birds resume their songs, and the distant blare
of horns fills my ears. With my curiosity now caught, I slip the paper into my
hoodie pocket, then head back out, leaving behind the meadow surrounded by
the web of trees.
Now, back home, reaching the building quicker than I ever have before, I
settle on the couch, glad that summer is here and school is over. Mom has left
for work already, so in the quiet I carefully withdraw the paper, staring at it,
wondering—my curiosity captured. With shaking hands, I slowly open the
paper, section by section, pausing for a moment when I see the first of the
scribbled pen marks. Then the unfolding quickens. I run my fingers over the
date, the words, and feel myself fall back in time.
April 13, 1968
My dearest Rose,
Listen to the birds; hear their songs and their secrets. Let them lead you to
me. Once you find me, tell me the birds’ secrets, and I’ll tell you if it’s true.
Forever yours,
Luke
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My eyes scan the note repeatedly. I wonder who Luke is, how he knows
the birds’ secrets, and who Rose is. I wonder if they’re still in New York, if
they’re still in touch, if they’re even still alive. I spend the rest of the day
thinking about Luke and Rose, pondering just what might’ve happened and
why this note was left behind.
For some reason I find myself heading back to the park, back to the
wooded area. On my way I notice the same older couple, still holding hands,
still by the Alice in Wonderland statue. True love, I think to myself.
Once, I’m back in the meadow, I lie in the sea of wildflowers, facing the
giant oak. Surrounded by the web of trees, I feel almost protected, like nothing
can reach me. I set my mind loose, letting it wander.
The sound of twigs snapping jerks my attention back to the meadow and
my surroundings. I sit up, turning toward the general area that the sounds are
coming from.
Emerging from the woven trunks, a boy with ebony hair and well-tanned
skin walks toward me slowly. Tall and muscularly built, he looks like he should
be posing in an ad for Calvin Klein, not walking through the woods in worn
jeans and a faded T-shirt. He stops about ten feet away from me, then just
stares. Shifting uncomfortably, I fidget in my hoodie and stare back, noting his
piercing green eyes, slightly crooked nose, and the slight curve to his mouth, as
though trying not to smile.
In a deep voice with a faint French accent, he breaks the silent staredown, saying, “Looks like I’m not the only one who knows about this meadow
now. The meadow of the two secret lovers. I’m also guessing it’s you who took
the old note from the carving. Am I right?”
Nodding mutely, I pull the yellowed note out of my hoodie pocket and let
it rest in my hand. His eyes lock on it, and this time he lets the smile free.
“So now I have to someone to share the secret with. I’m Jonah Rosche,
and you are?”
“I’m Miranda Raevis.” I reply quietly.
“Ah, Miranda. I’m guessing you read the note? You know of Luke’s
mysteriousness? And of the birds?”
“Yeah, I did. And yes, I do,” I say, still wary, yet also intrigued.
Jonah catches on to my wariness and, with a laugh, says, “I promise not
to bite. You have no reason to be afraid of me. I know that sounds cliché, but
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it’s the truth, I promise.”
“You’re right, it does sound cliché. I’ve got a question though. Any ideas
where the birds are?”
Jonah shoots a quick grin at me and says, “Yeah, I do. You’re in New
York City. And, besides an old guy feeding the pigeons, where are you going to
find a bunch of those feathered flyers? The Bronx Zoo, of course. Are you up for
a little day trip?”
***
I follow Jonah through the zoo, letting him lead but still keeping a
distance between us, still wary of him. We weave past different exhibits,
twisting through the crowd of tourists. As we work our way to the bird exhibit, I
am reminded of the web of trees that protected the giant oak. These people are
like a web protecting the birds, and Jonah and I are once again weaving our
way through to get to the next part of the mystery.
Finally reaching the bird house, I gaze around, taking in the vibrantly
colored tropical birds, the wise owls, the little sparrows and robins, and the
majestic bald eagle. Then, with a slight nudge from Jonah, I head toward the
end, leaving the chorus of tweeting, chirping, and hooting behind me. Once
outside I see yet another old oak, much like the one where the note came from
originally, old and majestic. Jonah doesn’t hesitate. He walks straight up to the
ancient tree and reaches into a squirrel’s nest, pulling out another yellowed
paper; this time with little bite marks in spots.
Looks like the squirrels got hungry, I think to myself as Jonah makes his
way back.
“I found this note about three weeks ago. Here,” he says, tossing the note
lightly to me. Catching it, I let it rest in my palm for a few moments, just letting
the possibilities flow through my mind. Then my fingers unfold the aged note.
April 15, 1968
Darling Luke,
The birds told me their secrets. But you weren’t at the spot that the birds
led me to. How am I to know if what they told me is true? Meet me at the
famous spot where the sailor kissed his lover on that New Year’s Eve.
Tonight.
I’ll be waiting,
Rose
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“She’s talking about that spot in Times Square. I know that spot! When
my ex-boyfriend and I were still together, we recreated that scene. I loved it!”
Looking right at Jonah, I jump excitedly. “C’mon, let’s go!”
Latching on to his arm, I pull Jonah along heading toward the exit, the
note still in my hand. However, Jonah resists.
“Uh, Miranda? You do realize how packed Times Square is, right? Where
could they have put the next note, even if there is another note?”
“Trust me, I know. Just follow me.”
Emerging from the subway, we make our way up to the hustle-andbustle of Times Square, getting jostled by businessmen and -women, along
with tourists. Jonah trails behind me as I make my way to the famous spot.
With thousands around us, I push through to an old, weathered bench outside
a little café. Scratched into the ancient wood were hundreds of names, initials,
and little notes. There were also little scraps of paper, some still crisp and
white like they were just put there today, others more antiquated than Luke’s
and Rose’s notes.
“Check each of these,” I instruct Jonah, grabbing a handful for myself to
read. Settling on the bench, we both make our way though the notes. Most of
mine are loves notes of happiness, with only a few tragic ones. It is during one
of those tragic ones that Jonah gives a triumphant “got it!”
As he turns toward me, the note extending outward so I can read it, a
strong gust of wind pushes through the streets. The note lifts and then dances
through the air. Lunging to our feet, Jonah and I both grab at it desperately,
but the cruel wind lifts the note higher, carrying it over the heads of thousands
and down the street, until it is out of sight.
Numbly, I collapse on the bench. Jonah still stares down the street where
the note goes, mute with disbelief.
“Did you at least read it?” I ask quietly, staring at a crack in the
sidewalk.
“No, I just saw their names and the date: April 16, 1968.” He sits next to
me, heaving a sigh. We looked at each other for a moment.
“What do we do now?” I mumble disheartened.
“Not a clue…” Jonah trails off. We both look around for a bit, unsure of
what to do. A blue jay flies down and lands by the bench. His feathers are a
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deep sapphire, the darkest I’ve ever seen. He begins a song, chirping high notes
directly at us. Around us, the busy city doesn’t stop, but it seems as if Jonah,
I, and the blue jay are separated somehow. The blue jay breaks off his song for
a moment, flies a few feet away, and then resumes, looking straight at us.
With only a quick confirming glance at each other, we set off after the
delicate little bird. Again, he takes off and then lands, doing this repeatedly,
drawing us out of Times Square. We follow the blue jay, who leads us back to
Central Park, right up to the Alice in Wonderland statue. Across from us, the
older couple remain sitting, still holding hands. Their voices carry to us.
“My little Rose,” the man said, his voice shaky with age. “Do you
remember our birds?”
“Of course,” the fragile little woman replied. “I’ve remembered from fortyfour years ago, Luke, and I plan on remembering them for forty-four more
years.”
“Rose,” I whisper at the same time Jonah murmurs “Luke.”
Looking at each other, smiles tip the edges of both our mouths upward.
Jonah scoops me up in his arms, spinning and laughing. A giggle escapes from
my lips, and then my laughter mixes with his, and the little blue jay joins in
with his tweets and chirps.
“Ah, young love,” Rose said, with laugh lines appearing on her sweet face
as she smiles softly.
“And look,” Luke adds, “the birds brought them together, just like us.”
My cheeks flame up as Jonah puts me down, but still keeps an arm
around my waist, and says, “Thank heavens for the birds, huh?”
“There’s a boy who knows what he’s talking about,” Luke told Rose, then
calls back to Jonah. “Nothing could be truer.”
“Do yourselves a favor though,” Rose says. “Place this new romance in
the protection of the trees. There’s a group that surrounds an ancient oak.
They’re closely woven together, some even branching from the same trunk. Let
them protect you two. Only happiness, it is rumored, is allowed through those
trees. Enjoy what you two will have together, let the trees protect you, and the
birds lead you.”
With a soft smile, I reply, “We will, just like you two did.”
Rose answers with a delicate curve to her lips, “Good.” Then she
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whispers to Luke, who nods, and with smiles for both Jonah and me, they
wander away from the statue, heading back toward the hustle-and-bustle of
New York City.
“Let’s go to the meadow,” Jonah suggests.
“You read my mind.” With a shy smile, I reach for his hand, intertwining
our fingers. We make our way in silence, with the blue jay leading once again.
At the meadow we both lie in the wildflowers, the woven trees
surrounding us, and the blue jay, our blue jay, singing his joyful song. Time
passes, but we still stay, our fingers still woven together. Then, an idea pops
into my head.
“Let’s leave our names here, like Luke and Rose did. One romance
branching from another.”
“You realize that we just met today, and now you’re suggesting this? It’s
a good thing I knew you were going to be my next girlfriend the instant I saw
you.”
Smiling at him, I tug Luke toward the old oak. He pulls out a Swiss Army
knife and slowly carves out our initials into the ancient tree, permanently
placing us into the majesty of this meadow and into the protection of the woven
trees.
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